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1. INTRODUCTION 
THE CONJUGACY problem is one of the basic group theoretic decision problems which has 
been formulated and solved in certain cases by Dehn in 1912 [4]. For quite a large class of 
groups an answer is known about the existence or the non-existence of a solution to this 
problem (see [lo] for a review article). In this paper we study Out@‘,), the group of 
automorphisms of a free group of rank n, modulo inner automorphisms. An outer automor- 
phism @ is called reducible if there are proper free factors F1, . . . , Fk of F, such that 
Q transitively permutes the conjugacy classes of the F:s and such that F1 * F2 * . . . * Fk is 
a free factor of F,. If @ is not reducible it is called irreducible. The main result of this paper is: 
THEOREM 1. The conjugacy problem for the irreducible outer automorphisms of a free 
group admits a solution. 
It is well known that Out(F,) has many similarities with the mapping class group 
MCG(S) of a compact surface. For this group a solution of the conjugacy problem has been 
found by Hemion [9] and later on by Mosher [14]. In this case, according to the 
Nielsen-Thurston classification theorem [15, 173, the conjugacy problem can be reduced 
to the pseudo-Anosov case, which is the class analogous to the non-periodic irredu- 
cible elements of Out(F,). Unfortunately, for Out(F,,) the irreducible elements are not the 
whole story and our Theorem 1 is not sufficient to solve the conjugacy problem in full 
generality. 
Let us now describe the strategy of the proof. A marked graph G is a graph whose 
fundamental group is identified with F,,. The set of all marked graphs plus some additional 
metric structures has been called the outer space by Culler and Vogtmann [3]. Each 
element @ of Out(F,) can be represented non-uniquely by a homotopy equivalencef: G + G 
on a marked graph. We can assume further that f maps the set of vertices to itself 
(not necessarily one to one) and that the restriction off to each edge is locally injective. 
Such a map is called a topological representative of @. Among the topological repre- 
sentatives ome of them have much better properties, namely the train track maps as 
defined by Thurston and Bestvina and Handel [2]. A topological representative f:G --* G 
is a train truck map if the restriction off” to every edge of G is locally injective for all 
k > 0. 
The goal of this paper is to study some structures of the set of train track maps Y(m) for 
a given automorphism 0. An easy property is that Y(m) is finite; we prove further that it is 
a complete conjugacy invariant, see Section 4. In order to solve the conjugacy problem we 
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have to be able to describe the whole set Y(O). Such a description is given in Section 3; it is 
formulated as a path connected property. 
The starting point is a theorem due to Bestvina and Handel [2] stating that every 
irreducible automorphism @ of F, admits a train track representative which can be reached 
by a finite algorithm. This algorithm is improved in Section 2 by simplifying the combina- 
torics of the algorithm. This is obtained by reducing the number of operations from 6 to 4, 
namely we avoid the valence 1 and 2 isotopies. 
Among the irreducible elements of Out@‘,,) the periodic ones are much simpler than the 
others from many points of view. This (finite) subclass has been studied by Dicks and 
Ventura [6] and their results include a solution to the conjugacy problem in this special 
class. We can therefore restrict our study to the non-periodic irreducible elements which is 
the “generic” case. 
Notice that the train track maps, in the same context of free group automorphisms, have 
been defined in a slightly different way by Lustig [ 131. For surface homeomorphisms some 
closely related algorithms appeared recently in [l, 111, the goal being to decide, among 
other properties, whether a mapping class is pseudo-Anosov, reducible or finite order. 
These results also enable to describe the invariant foliations, to find a Markov partition, to 
compute the dilatation factor, etc. 
The author is glad to acknowledge M. Boileau, W. Dicks, M. Handel, G. Levitt, F. 
Paulin and R. Penner for discussions on this question which have been very helpful at 
different stages of this work. 
2. TRAIN TRACK MAPS: AN IMPROVED ALGORITHM 
2.1. Basic properties 
In this section we recall some basic results from [2] and we give an improved version of 
the algorithm. This new version avoids several of the operations used in the previous 
algorithm such as the valence 1 and 2 isotopies. The combinatorics of the algorithm is then 
much simpler. The background definitions on graphs and maps on graphs can be found in 
the papers by Stallings or Gersten [16, 81. 
As for every algorithm, one needs an initial condition. The initial data being an 
automorphism Q of a free group F,, we first “geometrize” these data in a standard way. Let 
R,, be a rose with n petals, i.e. a graph with n edges and one vertex, denoted by u,,. Let us fix an 
identification between F, and nl (R,, u,,), then we identify 0: F, + F, with fx : n1 (R,, uO) + 
q(R,, uO) which is induced by a homotopy equivalencef: R, + R,. 
A marked graph is a graph whose fundamental group, with respect o a vertex, has been 
identified with F.. In other words a marked graph G is a graph along with a homotopy 
equivalence R, + G. If f: G + G is a homotopy equivalence it defines an outer automor- 
phism of rrr(G, u), where u is any vertex of G. Let us denote by E(G) and V(G) respectively 
the sets of edges and vertices of the graph G. Each edge of the graph, e E E(G), is oriented 
and connects its initial vertex i(e) to its terminal vertex t(e). Let us denote by 2 the same edge 
but with the reverse orientation (i(Z) = t(e)). If G is a marked graph with 
E(G) = {er, . . . ,ek>, then an edge path in G is a word: p = x1.x2 . . . x,, where 
x~EE(G)uE(G) and with the restriction that t(xj) = i(xj+l) for all j = 1, . . . , I - 1. The 
initial vertex of the edge path p is i(p) = i(xl) and its terminal vertex is t(p) = t(x,). If an edge 
path has no backtracking (or cancellation), i.e. a subword of the form x.X, then it is called 
reduced. 
If G is a marked graph and E(G) = {er , . . . , ek} then a homotopy equivalence f: G + G is 
given by a k-tuple of edge paths {f(er), . . . , f(e,J). By definition, f is a topological 
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Fig. 1. Transversality-tangency. 
b 
Fig. 2. A path crossing a turn. 
representative of CD E Out(F,) if every f(eJ is reduced (locally injective). Let us denote by 
W,(O) the set of all the topological representatives of the automorphism 0. The transition 
matrix M(f, G) of the topological representativef: G + G is the k x k integer matrix whose 
entry mi,j is the number of times the letter ei (or z) occurs in the edge path f(el). The 
topological representativef: G + G, which is denoted as the pair (f, G), is irreducible if the 
matrix M(f, G) is irreducible. The growth rate (or dilatation) n(f, G) is the largest eigenvalue 
of the transition matrix M(f, G). 
A proper subgraph (not reduced to a vertex) GO of G is invariant under f: G + G if 
GO 3 f(G,). In this case the transition matrix is reducible (i.e. there is a block decomposi- 
tion) and, conversely, the same holds true. A tree is a connected contractible graph (not 
reduced to a vertex) and aforest is a graph whose connected components are trees. An outer 
automorphism Q, is irreducible if every topological representative without invariant forest 
(f, G) E S&(O) is irreducible. This definition is equivalent o the one given in the introduction 
(see [2]). Notice that we assumed implicitly that the graphs have no valence one vertices. 
Let us introduce some more terminology. For.a given vertex v E V(G) the star at v is the 
set of edges which are incident at v, i.e. St(v) = {e E E(G)Iv = i(e) or v = t(e)}. The valence 
T/al(v) of a vertex v is the cardinality of St(v). A turn (a’“, be*) at v E V(G) is an unordered pair 
of distinct oriented edges in St(v), where the notation means a’. = a if v = i(a) and aEa = ti if 
v = t(a). We say that the two edges of a turn are transverse under!: G + G if thef-image of 
a turn is also a turn. Conversely, if thef-image of a turn is not a turn then the two edges are 
called tangent under f: To be more specific let (a, b) be a turn; the f-image of this turn is 
transverse if the two edge pathsf(a) andf(b) start with distinct letters. Conversely, if the two 
edge paths start with the same letter then the two edges are tangent underf (see Fig. 1). 
An edge path p in G is said to cross the turn (a, b) if the subpath ti.b or 6-a occurs in p (see 
Fig. 2). 
Assume that the f-image of an edge e E E(G) crosses the turn (a, b); for instance 
f(e) = X-5-b. Y, where X and Y are some edge paths compatible with this notation. If, in 
addition, the turn (a, b) is tangent underf, i.e.f(a) = ct. M andf(b) = a. N, then the second 
iterate of the edge e is non-locally injective sincef?(e) =f(X).it?.E*a*N*f(Y). The goal 
of the algorithm is to “remove” all these situations which create non-local injectivity 
(cancellations). 
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Fig. 3. The case c(z) = k > 1 
Dejinition 2.1.1. Let (f, G) be a topological representative of Q E Out(F,) and let T be 
a turn in G. The tangent coefJicient c(z,f) E N is the smallest integer k so that there exists an 
edge e E E(G) such thatfk(e) crosses z. If no such edge exists then we set c(~,f) = co. If no 
confusion is possible then we shall omit to specify the mapf: 
We described above the case of a tangent urn z with a tangent coefficient c(z,f) = 1. Let 
us now describe the case c(z,f) = k > 1. This situation occurs if and only if there is an edge 
e whose f-image crosses a transverse turn (a _ k 1, bk_ 1) which iS mapped under f to 
a transverse turn (a,‘_& bk_2) and so on until the transverse turn (al, b,) is mapped to the 
tangent turn z (see Fig. 3). In other words, if there exists a tangent turn z such that 
c(z,f) = k # CO then the (k + 1)st iterate of the mapf admits a cancellation at this turn. 
2.2. The moves 
Let us now describe the elementary moves which enable one to transform the initial 
topological representative (f, R,) to a train track map. 
(1) Collapsing an inuuriuntforest: Assume thatf: G + G has an invariant forest G,, such 
that E(G,) = {el, . . . , e,}. We change the graph and the map by collapsing each edge of Go. 
At the edge path level this transformation is given by 
(la) removing all the imagesf(ei) for all i = 1, . . . , I and 
(lb) removing all occurrences of the letters {e:, . . . , e,?} from the wordsf(ej) for all 
j > r. 
(2) Collapsing a petrivial forest: Assume that GO is a forest such that some iterate 
f”(G,) is a collection of vertices. Such a forest is called a pretriuial. Collapsing G,, defines 
a new topological representativef’ : G’ + G’. 
(3) Pulling tight: Assume thatf: G + G is not a topological representative because some 
edge pathsf(ei) are non-locally injective. These non-local injectivities come from cancella- 
tions in the words. The new topological representative f’: G + G is obtained from f by 
removing these cancellations. 
(4) Folding: This operation is surely the most important. It has been introduced by 
Dicks [S] and by Stallings [16] and has been used as a main tool in [2]. Here we introduce 
a slight improvement of the operation. The goal is to remove the possible cancellations by 
suppressing all the “dangerous” tangent turns, i.e. the tangent turns having finite tangent 
coefficient. 
Let us assume that the turn 7 = (a, 6) is tangent underf: G + G and that c(7) < 00. The 
tangency implies, with the given orientations, that the two edge pathsf(u) andf(b) have 
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a common initial edge path, i.e. 
f(a) = MeA and f(b) = M.B, 
where M is the longest common edge path. 
(4a) We first transform the graph G to the graph G’ by identifying the beginning of the 
edges a and b (with the chosen orientation). This operation on the graph is called a splitting. 
Notice that the topology of the graph does not change if the vertex u at which the edges 
a and b start has valence three. If I/al(u) > 3 then this operation creates a new edge {x} and 
a new vertex (w}. 
(4b) We then transform the image from f: G + G to f’: G’ + G’ in the following way 
(with the previous notations): 
E(G) = (a, b, e3, . . . , eN} + E(G’) = {a’, b’, x, e;, . . . , e;V} 
f’(a’) = (A)*, f’(b’) = (B)*, f’(x) = (M)* 
f’(eS) = (f(ej))* for all ej # U, b, X. 
The transformation X + (X)* is a rewriting of an edge path X in G to an edge path (X)* in 
G’. This transformation is given by 
a + xa’, b + xb’ and ej -+ eJ for all other edges ej # a, b. (*) 
This rewriting depends upon the chosen orientation of the three edges a, b and x. The 
adaptation to the other cases is obvious. 
Several particular cases have to be considered. 
(a) If the edge paths A and B are both non-trivial (non-reduced to a vertex) then the 
operation is called a partialfolding. The new vertex has valence 3 in this case. 
(b) If either A or B is trivial then the respective imagef’(u’) orf’(6’) is a vertex and then 
we can collapse the pretrivial tree which is either a’ or b’. Such a folding is called absorbing 
(or full). 
(c) If the vertex u at which the tangent urn occurs has valence 3, we observed above that 
the topology of the graph has not changed. Let us call { y> the third edge of St(u) in G, for 
instance with r(y) = u. Formally the folding operation creates a new edge {x} which 
connects u’ to u”, with Vul(u’) = 2 and Vu&u”) 2 3, i.e. such that St(u’) = {y, x} and 
St(u”) = {a’, b’, x, . . . }. We want to avoid considering valence two vertices. To that end we 
identify the new edge {x} with the end of edge { y]. This is done in two steps; first we change 
the above transformation (*) in the following way. An edge path X in G is transformed into 
an edge path X** in G by 
ej + ei for all the edges (including a and b); (**) 
in other words the transformation (**) is the identity. Then we transform the imagef(y) 
(depending upon the chosen orientation) into 
f’(y) = (f(y))**.(M)**; 
the other edges are transformed, as above, according to 
f’(u’) = (A)**, f’(b’) = (B)** 
and 
f’(eS) = Mei))** for all ej # U, b, Y. 
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Fig. 4. Folding. 
This last transformation is, in the terminology of [2], a folding followed by a valence two 
isotopy. 
Let us introduce some notations before going on. We denote by T(f, G) the set of all the 
tangent turns of the topological representative (f, G) and by 
m(f, G) = inf{c(rJlri E T(f, G)). 
Let us now describe the effects of these elementary operations on the growth rate n(f, G). 
(2.2.1) After collapsing a forest, we obtain (f’, G’) such that J(f’, G’) < J(f, G). 
(2.2.2) After pulling tight the growth rate goes down: n(f’, G’) < n(f, G). 
The proof of these two properties is an easy matrix computation and can be found in [2]. 
For the folding operation, several cases are possible. 
LEMMA 2.2.3. Assume that a topological representative (f, G) E 9,,(Q) has a tangent turn 
z at a valence k vertex. Then a folding operation at z defines a map f’ : G’ + G’ so that: 
(1) If k > 3 and f ‘: G’ + G’ is a topological representative then A( f ‘, G’) = L(f, G). 
(2) Zfk > 3 andf’:G + G’ is not a topological representative then, after pulling tight and 
eventually collapsing a pretrivial or an invariant forest, we obtain a topological representative 
(f “, G”) such that I( f “, G”) < A(f; G). 
(3) If k = 3 and ifc(z) = m(f, G) then the folding operation dejnes a topological represen- 
tative (f ‘, G’) such that 
(i) A( f ‘, G’) < L(f, G) if 1 < c(r) < 00, and 
(ii) I(f’, G’) = n(f; G) ifc(z) = CO. 
The first two statements are just a reformulation of Lemma 1.15 in [2]. Let us observe 
that if k > 3 and c(r) > 1 then we are necessarily in case (1) of the lemma. It remains to 
prove part (3) of the lemma. 
Let us first consider the case k = 3 and c(r) = 1. As a first step we prove that 
A( f’, G’) < L(f, G). The fact that the two graphs G and G’ are the same and that the 
rewriting operation (**) defined above is the identity enables one to compare directly the 
two incidence matrices M(f, G) and M( f ‘, G’). In the vector space of k x k matrices we 
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consider the norm: 11 M 11 = Ci,jlmi,jl. The folding operation defined above implies that 
II MU-‘, G’) II = II MM ‘3 II - WW (1) 
where 1 is the geometric length of the common edge path M. Indeed, the changes between 
(f, G) and (f’, G’) occur only at the edge pathsf(a),f(b) andf(y) as 
U’ (a’)) = U”(a)) - l(M) 
IV@‘)) = U(b)) - NM) 
U-‘(Y)) = U(Y)) + l(M) 
which prove relation (1). 
We can also compare the norms of the powers of M(f; G) and M(f’, G’). Indeed, since 
c(r) = 1 thenf@‘: G + G admits a cancellation at the edge e such thatf(e) crosses the turn 
(a, b). The length of this cancellation is 21(M). The folding operation defined above implies 
that this cancellation has been removed in (f’, G’) since the tangency has been removed. 
This implies that 
II M’(f, G) II - II MZ(f’, G’) II 2 U-(M)) + WW. 
This argument, used inductively, proves that for every integer n we have 
II M”(f, C) II - II M”(f’, G’) II > &_I-‘“- l’(M)) + 2&f’“-“(M)). 




J.(M) = lim ;/liM”ll. 
n-+03 
Therefore inequality (3) implies 
AU’, G’) < l(l; G). (4) 
Let us observe that the assumption c(r) = 1 has been used to prove (2). If c(r) = k > 1 
then the same arguments how that inequality (3) is valid up to a shift in the power of the 
last term because the cancellation occurs for the (k + 1)st iterate offand has been removed 
forf’. Therefore inequality (4) is also valid in this case. 
Let us now prove that inequality (4) is actually strict. As above we first consider the case 
c(z) = 1. Let ~(f, G) be the positive eigenvector of M(f, G) for the eigenvalue n(f, G). From 
the Perron-Frobenius theorem (see for instance [7]), inequality (4) above implies 
pa(f, G) + cla(f, G) b p,(f, G). (5) 
Let us now consider the second iterate of each map f(“: G + G and f’(‘): G’ + G’. The 
incidence matrices of these maps are, respectively, M(“(f, G) and M”‘(f’, G’). The differ- 
ences between these two maps concern now the edges ei E EM c E(G) (resp. EJoo c E(G)) 
which are contained in the edge paths M (resp.f(M)). Recall that the cancellation offt2’ at 
the edges ei E Enr has been removed for f”2’. Therefore inequality (5) implies, since 
pLei(f, G) > 0, Vei E E(G), that 
(M’(f, G).p)i 2 (M’(f’, G’).p)iy Vi S.t. ei$EM 
(M’(J G)*p)j > (M2(f’, G’)*p)j, Vj S.t. ej E EM. 
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We conclude, using the Perron-Frobenius theorem, that 
ltf’, G’) < 4.L G). 
It remains to consider the case c(r) = k > 1. 
We assumed that c(r) = inf{c(ri); ri is a tangent urn of (f, G)}. From the definition of 
the tangent coefficient, the mapf (k). G + G is a topological representative which admits . 
a tangent turn r whose tangent coefficient is 1. Therefore the previous proof implies that 
n”(f’, G’) < n”(f, G), which completes the proof. 
In the case c(r) = cc, from the definition of the tangent coefficient and of a train track 
representative one has: 
PROPOSITION 2.2.4. An irreducible topological representative (f, G) is a train track repre- 
sentative if and only if m(f, G) = co. 
Therefore the last case (3)(ii) of Lemma 2.2.3 is obvious. 
Let us now consider more precisely the situation where a tangent turn z = (a, b) at 
a vertex v is such that c(z) = m. As we have seen above, this situation occurs if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(Tl) f(a) = M.A, andf(b) = M.B, where M is a non-trivial edge path (I(M) # 0). The 
initial vertex of M isf(v) and we denote by w(~,f) its terminal vertex. 
(T2) There exists an ordered sequence of turns {ri, r2, . . . , z,,,_~) at the vertices 
1 , v,_ 1} such that ri = (ai, bi) and ri is mapped to ?i- 1 underf; which means that 
f~~~)‘~,_,.Aiandf(bi)=bi_,.BiforalliEil, . . . . m - 11, where z. is identified with z. 
(T3) There exists an edge e E E(G) such that f(e) crosses the turn r,,,_ 1 and no edge 
path f(ei) crosses any of the turns {z, zi, z2, . . . , T,,_~}. By definition, the set 
E(z, m) = {ei E E(G)lf”(ei) crosses 7} is non-empty. 
LEMMA 2.2.5. With the above notations let 7 = (a, b) be a turn at a vertex v of valency 
k > 3 and such that 7 is tangent under f with c(7) = m = m(f, G). If either 
(a) E(7, m) # {a> (rev. {b}), 01 
(b) E(7, m) = {a> (rev. {b}) and w(7,f) f ~1, 
then we have: 
(1) Zf c(z) = m(f, G) = 1, then after the folding operation we are in situation (2) of Lemma 
2.2.3 and thus the growth rate goes down. 
(2) Zf c(7) = m(f, G) > 1, then after thefolding operation we obtain a topological represen- 
tative (f ‘, G’) such that m( f ‘, G’) d m(f, G) - 1. 
Let us first assume that c(7) = 1. In case (a) there is an edge e # a, b in E(7, m) and we can 
choose the orientation of e in such a way that f (e) = X*a*b* Y. After the folding operation 
we obtain a map f ‘: G’ + G’ such that, with the previous notations, 
f’V) = X*.a’.x.x.b’. y* 
and part (2) of Lemma 2.2.3 applies. 
In case (b), for instance with E(7, m) = { } a , we have by (Tl) that f (a) = M. A. The second 
assumption, i.e. ~(7, f) # II,,,_ 1, implies that the subpath ti. b belongs either to the path M or 
the path A. Therefore the previous argument applies, after the folding operation, either to 
the new edge x or to the edge a’. This completes the proof of (1). 
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If c(r) > 1 then, after the folding operation, we obtain a topological representative 
(f’, G’). The sequence of turns {pi, r2, . . . , z,,,_~} is transformed into a sequence 
Vi,&, *.. 7 TH_~} such that rj is mapped to rj_ 1 under f’. Moreover, since we have 
f(aJ = a.A, andf(bl) = b-B1 then, after the folding operation, one gets 
f’(a\) = x*a’.A: and f’(b;) = x.b’.B: 
and thus the turn z; = (a;, b;) is tangent under f’. In case (a) there is an edge e’ in 
E(G) - {a’, b’, x} such thatf’(e’) crosses rk_ 1. In case (b) the same is true for eitherf’(a’) or 
f’(x); therefore c(~;,f’) = m - 1 and thus m(f’, G’) < m(f, G) - 1. 
The remaining case is when E(r, m) = {u) (resp. {b)) and w(r,f) = u,_ 1. With the 
previous notations this means that: 
(i) f(u) = Q.bm_l*um_lR andf(b) = Q*b,_l.B, where M = Q.bm_1, A = u,,,_~R or 
(ii) f(u) = N.&,_,.b,_lP and f(b) = N*c!&,,-~.B, where M = N.&,_I, A = b,_lP, 
and we set 
i 
1 if case (i) occurs 
&f) = 2 if case (ii) occurs 
cc otherwise. 
If, in the ordered sequence (uO = u, ul, v2, . . . , II,,,_ 1}, some vertices have valence 3, then we 
denote by 6(z, f) the first integerj such that Val(Uj) = 3 and we set 6(r,f) = co otherwise. 
Recall also that the sequence of turns is characterized by the ordered collection of edge 
paths {(M, A, B); (A,, k); . . . ; (A,_ 1, B,_ ,)}. Finally we introduce an ordered sequence 
of integers as follows: 
S’(r”) = 
{4B), U,), 1.. , l(B,_ 1), l(M) - l} if e(r,f) = 1 
{l(B), l(B,), . . . , l(B,_ I), l(A) - 1,1(A,), . . . , I(&,_ I), l(M) - l} if 47,f) = 2 
where I(..) is the length of an edge path. 
Now we set A(r,f) = 0 if e(r,f) = co. If .a(r,f) # cc then we set A(r,f) = cc if all the 
entries of the sequence S,(r,f) are zero. Otherwise A(r,f) is the position (in the ordered 
sequence S,(r,f)) of the first non-zero entry. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.6. With the above notations, if A(& f) = cc then the topological repre- 
sentative (f, G) of the irreducible outer automorphism 0 either admits an invariant forest or 
@ is finite order. 
This result is obvious once the assumption A(r,f) = co is made explicit. Indeed it 
means that all the elements of the sequence S,(r,f) are zero. Two cases are possible 
depending upon the value of E. In the case E = 2 then one has 
f(a) = &,-ibnt-1, f(b) = 6,-l 
and 
f(al) = 4 f(b,) = b, f(aJ = ai- 1, f(bJ = bi- I foralliE(2, . . ..m-1). 
Therefore the (sub)graph Go whose edge set is E(G,) = {a, b, al, bI, . . . , u,,_~, b,_,} is 
invariant under f: If Go is a proper subgraph then it is an invariant forest since the 
automorphism @ is irreducible. 
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Otherwise, i.e. if Go = G, then it is easy to check that the automorphism @ is finite order. 
Indeed we check that f”(u) = Z-b, andf”(b) = d and then that 
f3”(a) = a and f3”(b) = b. 
The other case, E = 1, is even easier to check and is left to the reader. 
Let us now define several other invariants related to a topological representative (f, G). 
We have already defined T(f, G) as the set of all tangent turns of (A G) and m(L G) as 
m(fi G) = min (C(ri)lri E T(f, G)) and we set 
Tm(f, G) = (ri E T(f, G)lc(rJ = m(f, G)}. 
For each element ri E T,,,(f, G), the integer 6(ri,f) is well defined and then we can consider 
the integer 
together with the set 
d(f, G) = min{6(ri,f)lri E 7’,(f, G)j 
Td(.& G) = (ri E Tm(f, G)la(ri,f) = d(f, G))* 
Similarly, for each ri E Ta(f, G) the number A(q,f) is well defined and we consider 
together with the set 
Definition 2.2.7 Let (f, G) be a topological representative of an irreducible element 
tp E Out(F,). We define the following complexity function: 
where m(f, G), d(f, G), D(f, G) are defined above and e(G) = Curd E(G), with the ordering 
relation A(f’, G’) < A(f, G) if 
(0 A(!‘, G’) < A($ G) or 
(ii) n(f’, G’) = n(f, G) and mff’, G’) < mff, G) or 
(iii) ,J(f’, G’) = J(f, G), m(f’, G’) = m(f, G) and d(f’, G’) < d(f, G) or 
(iv) n(f’, G’) = A(_6 G), m(f’, G’) = m(f, G), d(f’, G) = d(f, G) and D(f’, G’) < D(f, G) 
or 
(v) ,%(f’, G’) = J(f, G) and e(G) < e(G). 
We recall (see [2]) that the growth rate of a train track representative isminimal, among 
the growth rates of all the topological representatives. Now we can state the main result of 
this section: 
THEOREM 2.2.8. Let # be a con-per~od~c ~rreduc~ble outer uuto~orp~~s~ of F, and let (A G) 
be any topologicul representutive of cft. Then there is a seq~nce of the elementary operations 
(l)-(4) which defi nes a sequence of topological representatives: 
(f, G) = (So, Go) + (fi, G,) --) ... + (fK, Gx) 
whose complexity function A(fi, Gi) is strictly decreasi~. 
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It is clear that Theorem 2.2.8, together with the minimality property of the growth rate, 
implies the existence of a finite sequence of elementary operations ending with a train track 
representative for the corresponding automorphism. 
2.3. Proof of Theorem 2.2.8 
The proof of this theorem is based on the argument used in the proof of Lemma 2.2.5. 
Let (f, G) be any topological representative. If m(f, G) = co then, by Lemma 2.2.4, (f, G) is 
a train track representative and thus we are done. 
If m(f, G) < cc and d(f, G) = 0 then there is a tangent urn z E T,(f, G) at a valency 3 
vertex u. Therefore, after a folding operation at r, we obtain a topological representative 
(f’, G’) such that n(j’, G’) < n(f, G), by Lemma 2.2.3. 
In all the cases where Lemma 2.2.5 applies (almost all the cases), i.e. if A(f, G) = 0, then 
either n(f, G) or m(f, G) decreases after one folding operation and thus A is decreasing. If
(f, G) admits an invariant forest then, after collapsing the forest, we get e(G) < e(G) and the 
function A is decreasing. 
In the case where Lemma 2.2.5 does not apply, i.e. if there exists a tangent urn r = (a, b) 
in T,,,(f, G) such that, for instance, E(r, m) = {a} and w(r,f) = u,_ i, then A(f, G) > 0 and 
several cases have to be considered. 
(1) If&, f) = d(f, G) # 0, cc . In this case we claim that, after one folding operation at 
r, we obtain a topological representative (f’, G’) such that d(f’, G’) < d(f, G) - 1. 
The proof of this claim is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.2.5. Indeed if d(f, G) = j # 0 
then the sequence of vertices {ui , .. . , II,,,_ 1} associated to the tangent turn z is such that 
l’al(aj) = 3. After the folding operation at z, the sequence of turn {ri, . . . , z,_ 1} is 
transformed into {z;, . . . ,rk-i} and the turn 7; = (a;,b;) is now tangent under f’. 
Furthermore, the vertex uj has been transformed into u; which is also of valency 3 and thus 
the distance b(7; ,f’) = j - 1. Therefore d(f’, G’) < d(f, G) - 1, completing the proof of the 
claim. 
If 6(7, f) = d(f, G) = co, then again several cases are possible: 
(2) 0- 6(7,f) = d(f, G) = co and A(7, f) = D(f, G) = 1. In this case we claim that the 
folding operation at 7 defines a topological representative (f’, G’) such that d(f’, G’) < co. 
Therefore the complexity function is decreasing and the new topological representative 
satisfies condition (1) above. 
Indeed, with the above notations this situation occurs if all the vertices of the sequence 
{ a,u1, 1.. 3 v,} have valence larger than 3. The fact that A(7, f) = 1 implies thatf(a) = M. A 
andf(b) = M. B, where A and B are non-trivial paths. Therefore the folding operation at 7 is 
partial and thus creates a new vertex o of valency 3. The tangent urn as above is 7; and the 
corresponding sequence of vertices is now {u;, . . . , ok_ 1, co} and thus 6(7;,f’) c co, 
which proves the claim. 
(3) Zf b(7, f) = d(f, G) = 00 and 1 < A(z, f) = D(f, G) -C co. Here a similar argument 
(shifting in the sequence of turns) shows that after a folding operation at 7 we obtain 
a topological representative (f ‘, G’) such that 
D(f’, G’) < D(f, G) - 1. 
The very last case, i.e. D(f, G) = co, is covered by Proposition 2.2.6. In this case the 
topological representative (f, G) admits an invariant forest and, after collapsing this forest, 
we get e(G) < e(G). This completes the proof of the main theorem. 
Let us now make some observations about this version of the algorithm, compared with 
the one of [2]. The first difference comes from the folding operation itself which is done in 
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a single algebraic step and requires less manipulations. For instance no valence two vertices 
have been introduced which suppress the need of removing these vertices by some valence 
two isotopies. This makes a big difference from an algorithmic point of view since it 
suppresses the need of any numerical computation. 
The second main difference is the introduction of the complexity function which enables 
one to measure, at each step, the progress of the algorithm. The last difference comes from 
the case m(f, G) > 1 in the proof of Theorem 2.2.8. In Bestvina-Handel’s approach, this 
case is treated by performing first a folding operation at the place where the cancellation 
occurs for the (m + 1)st iterate of the map, i.e. at a valence two vertex. This folding 
introduces a valence one vertex and also an extra valence 3 vertex. These unnecessary 
vertices are removed, in a second step, by a sequence of valence one and valence two 
isotopies (the valence 3 vertex is transformed into a valence 2 vertex after the valence one 
isotopy). This is not necessary here because we first perform a folding operation at the 
tangent vertex whose effect is either to decrease the tangent coefficient or one of the 
distances m, 6 or A. 
After a sequence of such reductions we arrive at a situation where the next folding 
decreases the growth rate. Furthermore it is easy to get an upper bound, in terms of the 
invariants m, 6 and A, for the number of operations which are needed before the growth rate 
goes down. 
A last comment has to be made about this new version of the algorithm. For simplicity 
we have excluded all the periodic automorphisms. In fact there is only one very specific case 
which creates a problem. This case is the one (and the only one) which occurs during the 
proof of Lemma 2.2.6. This case requires a special treatment (another folding operation). We 
have avoided this case to simplify the presentation. 
3. A TRIP THROUGH THE TRACKS 
3.1. Some basics 
Let R, be the rose with n petals and let 9,, be the set of all the marked graphs whose 
fundamental group is F,. We have already defined two basic operations which transform an 
element of $9” to another element of S,,, namely the collapsing and the splitting operations. 
From the work of Culler and Vogtmann [3] we have: 
LEMMA 3.1.1. For any pair of marked graphs G, G’ in 9, there is a finite sequence of 
collapsing and splitting operations which transforms G to G’. 
The next lemma is a reformulation, which can be found in [3], of a classical result due to 
Whitehead [18]. 
LEMMA 3.1.2. A sequence of splitting and collapsing operations which transforms a rose R, 
to another rose p. induces an automorphism h: F, + F,,, and the converse holds. 
Lemma 3.1.1 enables one to define a distance on 9”. 
Definition 3.1.3. Let d: $9” x 9, -+ N be such that, for any pair (G, G’) of marked graphs, 
d(G, G’) is the minimum number of splitting and collapsing operations which are needed to 
transform G to G’. 
The function d is clearly a distance on 9”. 
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3.2. Evolution paths 
In the space 3” of all the marked graphs, if a path is an ordered sequence of splitting and 
collapsing operations, then Lemma 3.1.1 is interpreted as a path connectedness property. 
The goal of this section is to define a notion of path in the space W,(O) of all the topological 
representatives of Q E Or.@,) and then to prove that this space is path connected. 
The algorithm of Section 2, when applied to any (f, G) E W,(O), defines an ordered 
sequence {(A, Gi))ietl,N] in &?,(@) which is ordered by the complexity function h(fi, Gi). We 
can choose this sequence in such a way that d(Gi, Gi + 1 ) < 1. Indeed it suffices to decompose 
the collapsing of a forest into a sequence of elementary collapsing operations, i.e. edge by 
edge. 
The ordering induced by the complexity function is very important for the algorithm 
itself but is too rigid for our next goal, so we shall soften it a little bit. 
An ordered sequence { (fi, Gi)}ictl,Nr in W,,(O) is called a directforward evolution path if 
each transformation (fi, Gi) + (h+l, Gi+i) . IS an elementary move of the algorithm of 
Section 2, i.e. it is either a folding operation or a collapsing of an invariant or a pretrivial 
forest. 
If we reverse the order of a direct forward evolution path then we obtain an ordered 
sequence in W,(Q) which we call a direct backward evolution path. 
Notice that the folding operation by itself, as defined in Section 2 at a tangent urn z, is 
well defined even if the tangent coefficient c(r,f) = co; in which case we shall call the 
operation a quasi-folding. 
We call a forward evolution path an ordered sequence {(A, Gi)}ictl,N] in B”(Q) so that 
each elementary transformation (J, Gi) + (fi+i, Gi+ 1) is either an elementary move of the 
algorithm of Section 2 or a quasi-folding operation. A backward evolution path is obtained 
from a forward evolution path by reversing the order. 
DeJnition 3.2.1. An euolution path connecting two topological representatives (f, G) and 
(f’, G’) is an ordered sequence { (fi, Gi); i E [0, IV]} in W,(a) such that 
0) (h, GO) = (f, G) and (_h, W = (f’, W, and 
(ii) each sub-path {(f;, Gi), (fi+ 1, Gi+l)} is either a forward or a backward evolution 
path. 
From this definition it is obvious that reversing the order of an evolution path gives also 
an evolution path. 
3.3. W,(O) is path connected 
The goal of this section is to prove the following: 
THEOREM 3.3.1. Let (f, G) and (f’, G’) be two topological representatives in 9,(Q), then 
there exists ajnite evolution path connecting (f, G) and (f’, G’). 
In other words, with the notion of path given by the evolution paths, the space W,(Q) is 
path connected. The idea to prove this theorem is to find an evolution path connecting any 
topological representative (f, G) of 0 to a known topological representative (base point). 
The natural choice of a particular representative is the initial map cp:R, + R, on a 
rose. 
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LEMMA 3.3.2. Let (f, G) be in W,(Q) and let (q, R,) be a topological representative of @ on 
a rose R,. Then there exists a vertex v E V(G) and a maximal tree T in G such that collapsing 
T on the vertex v transforms (f, G) to (cp, R,). 
By definition, for a given vertex v E V(G), there is an identification of rrl(G, v) with F.. 
Any topological representative f: G + G induces an automorphism f# :rcl(G, v) + ni(G, v) 
of the fundamental group which differs from (Ii by an inner automorphism. On the other 
hand cp:R. + R, induces qP#:rtl(R,, vO) -+ rtl(Rn, v,,) which differs from fx by an inner 
automorphism. By choosing another vertex and perhaps another identification we can 
assume that f# = cp# .
Choosing an identification and a vertex is the same as choosing a maximal tree T in G, 
a vertex v E V(G) and a labelling of the edges of G - T. Once this choice is made, we obtain 
(cp, R,) out of (f, G) by collapsing the maximal tree T on the vertex v. 
Since G is finite, any maximal tree in G is finite and therefore Lemma 3.3.2 reduces the 
problem of finding an evolution path in a,(@) to the study of finitely many collapsing 
operations. 
PROPOSITION 3.3.3. Let (f, G) be a topological representative of @ E Out(F,). The collaps- 
ing of an edge {e} in G such that i(e) # t(e) dejnes (f ‘, G’) in W,(Q) such that the transforma- 
tion (f, G) + (f ‘, G’) can be decomposed into a finite evolution path. 
The proof of this proposition is purely combinatorial. Several preliminary observations 
are necessary before starting the proof of the proposition: 
(1) If G E $Y”, the collapsing of an edge e E E(G) defines a graph G’ E 9, if and only if 
i(e) # t(e). 
(2) The collapsing operation of an edge e E E(G), for a topological representative 
(f, G) E W,(O), can be decomposed into two steps: 
(i) collapsing the edge path f (e), 
(ii) collapsing the edge {e>. 
This second step (ii) is actually a collapsing of a pretrivial forest and is therefore 
a forward evolution path. 
If the edge {e} belongs to an invariant forest then the collapsing of {e} and its image f (e) 
is a forward evolution path. We shall therefore assume, in the remaining of this section, that 
{e} does not belong to an invariant forest. In this case we observe further that the collapsing 
of an edge path f (e) is an oriented operation, i.e. it is defined from one extreme vertex to the 
other. If we change this orientation then we get, in general, another topological representa- 
tive. 
LEMMA 3.3.4. Let (f, G) be a topological representative of 0 E Out(F,) and let (f ‘, G’) be 
obtainedfiom (f G) by collapsing the edge path f (e). If the collapsing is performedfrom t( f (e)) 
to i( f (e)) and such that all the turns at v = t(e) which contain the edge {e} are transverse under 
f, then the collapsing operation can be decomposed into an evolution path. 
At the vertex v we assume that St(v) = {e, el, . . . , ek_ 1> and we denote the edge path 
f(e) by M. For each edge x E E(G) - St(v) the collapsing operation (of the edge {e}) is 
obtained by removing all the occurrences of the letter e (resp. Z) from the edge path f (x). 
This is a rewriting operation which we denote by f (x) + (f (x))(*@. 





Fig. 5. Collapsing with transverse turns. 
Let us now define the images of the other edges of G’, i.e. { ei, . . . , ek _ 1 > under the new 
mapf’. In order to simplify the notations, we assume, after changing the orientations if 
necessary, that u = i(ej) for all j = 1, . . . , k - 1. With this orientation we have 
f’(ej) = M(*e)*f(ej)(*e) (see Fig. 5). (#I 
Since all the turns which contain the edge {e} at the vertex u are transverse underf, the new 
map is a topological representative. Indeed no cancellations are possible with the new map 
f’ as defined by the above edge paths. 
Let us now consider the following cases: 
(a) If I/al(u) = k = 3. In this case we have St(v) = {e, el, ez> and the edge {e> connects 
u to w = i(e) such that St(w) = {e,bi, b2, . . . , b,_ 1}. The collapsing operation identifies 
u with w and we denote by w’ the resulting vertex of G’. This vertex is such that 
St(w’) = {ei, e2, bl, b2, . . . , b,_ 1}, after an obvious identification of E(G) - {e} with E(G). 
The collapsing operation creates a tangency at the turn r = (ei, e2) of w’ due to the 
transformation (# ). Indeed M(le) # 0 since f(e) # e because otherwise {e} would be an 
invariant tree. 
Now we observe that the transformation (f’, G’) + (f, G) is either a folding or a quasi- 
folding operation, depending on the tangent coefficient at r. Therefore the ordered sequence 
((f, G); (f’, G’)) is an evolution path which completes the argument in this case. 
(b) If Val(u) = k > 3. In this case the idea is to decompose the collapsing operation into 
several splitting-collapsing operations (see Fig. 6). In order to fix the notation we assume 
that 
St(u) = {e, el, e2, . . . ,ek_i} and St(w)={e,bl,b2, . . . . b,_,}. 
After the collapsing operation, these two vertices are identified and the resulting vertex w’ of 
G’ is such that St(w’) = {ei, e2, . . . , ek_l, bl, b2, . . . , b,-,}. 
Step 1: splitting. As an intermediate step let us assume that the length of the edge path 
satisfies 1 f(e)1 = jM( > 2 and we write M = M1 * M2. We consider a new graph G1 obtained 
from G by a splitting operation at the vertex u, i.e. with a new edge {x} connecting the 
vertices u1 and u2 such that St(u,) = {x, e2, . . . , ek_l} and St(ui) = {e, el, x>. 
We also define a new map fi : G1 + G1 obtained from (f, G) by the following rewriting 
operation for an edge path p in G: 
@a) Each occurrence, in p, of the turn (2, ei) (i.e. a subword e-e1 or Cl*?) is left 
unchanged. 
(Xb) Each occurrence, in p, of the letter e (resp. Z)), except those arising from @a), is 
transformed according to e + es x (resp. d + X* 6. 
(XC) Each tum(ej, el) is transformed according to t?j*el -+ Cj.Z*el (resp. Cl*ej --* Fl.x-ej). 








Fig. 6. Splitting-coliapsing. 
This transformation, denoted by Z(p), is a rewriting of an edge path in G to an edge path 
in G1. The map& is now defined by 
A(Y) = W(Y)) for Y E E(Gd - (e, el, 4 
and 
Again this new map is a topological representative of Q’, by the arguments used in part (a). 
As above, depending on the tangent coefficient c((er,x);fr), the transfo~ation 
(fit G,) + (f, G) is either a folding or a quasi-folding operation. Therefore the ordered pair 
{(f, G); (fi, G,)} is an evolution path. 
Step 2: collapsing. In order to complete the collapsing operation we have now to 
collapse the new edge pathf,(e), fromfl(ul) tofr(w). But Val(ur) = 3 and the turns (e, er), 
(e, x) are not tangent underf, by construction. Therefore the argument of part (a) applies for 
this new collapsing. We obtain a new topological representative (fi, G,) such that the 
collapsing operation ( fi, G1) -+ (fi, G,) has been decomposed into a finite evolution path. 
Let us observe that the last collapsing operation has identified the vertex u1 with w. We 
denote by w2 the resulting vertex and, with an obvious identification of E(G,) - {e> with 
E(G2), we have St(w2) = (x, el, br, . . . , b,_ 1 > while the vertex v2 has not been changed, i.e. 
S&) = (x, e2, . . . , ekml). 
Now we want to iterate the previous splitting-collapsing operations. To that end we 
first have to collapse the edge pathj,(x), from the vertexf2(vz) to the vertexf2(wz). But now 
the vertex v2 has valence k - 1 and the steps 1,2 above can again be applied. After k - 3 
splitting-collapsing operations, we get a topological representative which is identified in an 
obvious way with (f’, G’). Each splitting-collapsing operation is decomposed into a finite 
evolution path and therefore the transformation (J G) + (f’, G’) is decomposed into 
a finite evolution path. 
We assumed, at the begining of the proof, that 1 f(e)1 2 2; this assumption has been used 
to simplify the writing of the mapf, and to make clear what the splitting operation was. 
This assumption is a useful intermediate step but is not necessary. Indeed the splitting 
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operation is followed by a collapsing operation. If 1 f(e) 1 = 1 then we can choose M1 = 8 in 
the definition of the map fi. Then the edge {e} is a pretrivial forest for fi which can be 
collapsed in a second step. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3.4. 
The proof of Proposition 3.3.3 is then reduced to the case where at least one turn, say 
(e, e,), is tangent underf: In this case we first assume that the turn (e, ei) is the only turn 
containing the edge {e} which is tangent under fat the vertex 0. We write 
f(e) = N.A, f(ei) = N-B. 
Notice that we have changed the orientation of the edge {e> (with respect o the previous 
lemma) in order to simplify the notations. 
The following cases have to be distinguished: 
(1) A = 8, (2) A # 0 and B # 0, (3) B = 0. 
Case (1): If Val(u) = 3 then the collapsing of the edge pathf(e) is an absorbing folding 
and therefore the ordered pair {(f, G); (f’, G’)} is a forward evolution path. If 
Val(o) = k > 3 then we first perform an absorbing folding which removes the tangent urn 
(e, ei). This folding defines a topological representative (fi, G,) (eventually after pulling 
tight) and the pair {(f, G); (fi, G,)} is a forward evolution path. The graph G1 has a new 
edge {x} and a new vertex u’ of valence k - 1. The collapsing of the edge path&(x) can be 
decomposed into an evolution path by Lemma 3.3.4. Indeed the mapf, has no tangency at 
the vertex 0’ (at a turn which contains the edge {x}). It gives rise to a topological 
representative which is identified with (f’, G’), proving the proposition in this case. 
Case (2): Assume again that Val(u) = 3. As a first step there is a partial folding which 
defines a forward evolution path. After this folding operation, the tangency has been removed 
and Lemma 3.3.4 can be applied in order to complete the collapsing of the edge pathf(e). 
If Vu/(v) = k > 3 then we also apply first a partial folding operation which defines 
a topological representative ( fi, G,) and the pair {(f, G); (fi, G,)} is a forward evolution 
path. The graph G1 has a new edge (x} which connects a vertex u’ of valence k - 1 to a new 
vertex U” of valence 3. The collapsing of the two edge paths fi(x) and fi (e) can be 
decomposed into an evolution path by applying Lemma 3.3.4 twice. Indeed for these two 
edge paths there is no tangency at the vertex O’ which contains the edge {e> (because of the 
initial assumption) and also no tangency at U” which contains the edge {x}, because the 
previous folding is partial. 
Case (3): This is surely the most difficult case. We first observe that the collapsing of the 
edge pathf(e) from the topological representative (f, G) defines a mapf”: G + G which is not 
a topological representative since a cancellation occurs for the edge pathf”(e,) (see Fig. 7). 
After pulling tight we obtain a topological representative (f’, G’) and we want to prove that 
the transformation (f, G) -+ (f’, G’) can be decomposed into a finite evolution path. 
In this case there are three important vertices in G, namely u = i(e) = i(el), w = t(el) and 
u = t(e). In order to fix the notations we assume that St(u) = {e, el, . . . , ek_l}, 
St(w) = {ei, bl, . . . , b,_,} and St(u) = {e, ci, . . . , c,_ 1 >. The collapsing of the edge path 
f(e) followed by the collapsing of {e} identifies the vertices u and v. Let us call u’ the resulting 
vertex of G’; it is such that St(v’) = {el, . . . , ek_i, cl, . . . , c,_~}. 
Step 1: As in the previous cases we first apply a folding operation (absorbing) at 
z = (e, el) in G. This operation defines a topological representative (fi, G,) (eventually after 
pulling tight). As above the pair {(f, G); ( fi, G,)} is a forward evolution path. The graph G1 
has a new edge {x> which connects the vertex ol with the vertex w1 such that 
St(ul) = (x, ez, . . . ,ek_l) and St(wl) = {x,e,bi, . . . ,b,_r}. 
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Fig. 7. Collapsing and evolution path. 
For the topological representative (fi, G,) there are again two cases at the vertex wl: 
(i) No turn containing the edge {e} is tangent underfi (see Fig. 7). 
(ii) A new tangency has been created. 
Let us first complete the proof in case (i). 
Step 2: In case (i) we can apply Lemma 3.3.4 for the collapsing of the edge pathf,(e). 
After this collapsing we obtain a topological representative (fi, G,) and, by Lemma 3.3.4, 
the transformation (fi, G,) + (f2, G,) can be decomposed into a finite evolution path. The 
collapsing of the edge {e} and its imagefi(e) identifies the vertices w1 and u of the graph G1. 
We denote by w2 the resulting vertex of the graph G2 which, after the natural identification 
of E(G,) - {e} with E(G,), is such that 
St(wz) = {X, bl, . . . ) b,_ 1, Cl, . . . ) cq_ I}. 
For the new topological representative (fi, G2) all the edges {x, br , . . . , b,_ 1} are tangent 
underfi at the vertex w2. 
Step 3: In this part, the goal is to remove the tangencies which have been created at the 
vertex w2 between the edges {b,, . . . , b,_ 1}, while keeping the edge pathf2(x) unchanged. 
To that end we apply a sequence of folding. For instance we start this sequence by applying 
a partial folding for the topological representative (f2, G2) at the tangent urn (b,, b,). After 
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this sequence of (r - 2) folding operations we obtain a topological representative (f3, G3) 
where all the tangencies between the b:s have been removed. Since each folding operation 
defines an elementary forward evolution path, the transformation (fi, G,) + (f3, G3) is 
decomposed into a finite evolution path. The particular vertices of the graph G3 are wJ and 
I+ such that 
St(w,) = {E, b;, b;, . . . ,b:_,} and St(U3)={E,x,c1, . . . . c,_~}. 
Step 4: In this last part we have to collapse the edge path fj(x), where the edge (x) 
connects the vertex u3 to the vertex u1 such that St(ul) = {x, e2, . . . , ek_ I}. Let us recall that 
we assumed, in the beginning of this proof, that for the initial topological representative 
(f, G) the turn (e, el) was the only tangency containing (e> at the vertex u. Since the steps 
1,2,3 have not affected the edges {e2, . . . , ek _ 1} (except perhaps for the rewriting opera- 
tions) and the edges {e, el} have been replaced by the edge {x} after the first folding 
operation, no turn (x, ei) for i = 2, . . . , k - 1 at u1 is tangent under f3. Therefore we can 
again apply Lemma 3.3.4 for the collapsing of the edge pathf3(x) and we obtain finally 
a topological representative (f4, G4) such that the transformation (f3, G3) + (f4, G4) can 
be decomposed into a finite evolution path. 
It remains to check that (f4, G4) can be identified with (f’, G’). The collapsing of the 
edge {x} has identified the vertices z+ and ul. If we call v4 the resulting vertex of G4 then it 
satisfies St(u,) = {E, cl, . . . , cq_ 1, e2, . . . , ek_ 1 ). Furthermore the vertex w3 has not been 
affected by the collapsing of {x} and then St(w3) = {E, b;, b;, . . . , b:_,}. In order to 
identify (f4, G4) and (f’, G’) we have to identify el with E and b: with bi for all 
i = 1, . . . , I - 1. After this identification, the graphs are the same and we check that the 
images of each edge are the same. This completes the proof of Proposition 3.3.3 in the case 
(i) defined at step 1. 
In case (ii), i.e. when the topological representative (fi, G,) admits a tangency at a turn 
(e, bi) of the vertex wl, then again the cases (l), (2) and (3) above are possible. Therefore we 
have to iterate the previous arguments for collapsing the edge path fi(e). This iteration 
process must stop after finitely many steps since the length of the edge pathf, (e) is strictly 
less than the length of the original edge pathf(e) and all these lengths are finite. 
We assumed, for simplicity, that the initial topological representative (f, G) has only one 
tangent turn at u containing the edge {e}. If this assumption is not satisfied then we apply 
the same arguments for each such tangency. This completes the proof of Proposition 3.3.3. 
The steps for the proof of the above case 3 can be visualized by Fig. 7. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.1. Let (f, G) and (f’, G’) be two topological representatives of 
Q, E Out(F,). By Lemma 3.3.2 we can find a finite sequence of collapsing operations which 
transforms (f, G) to (gp, R,) and another sequence which transforms (f’, G’) to (cp, R,). By 
Proposition 3.3.3 each elementary collapsing operation can be decomposed into a finite 
evolution path. Therefore there is a finite evolution path which connects (f, G) to (cp, R,) and 
another one which connects (f’, G’) to (cp, R,). Since by reversing the order of an evolution 
path we get an evolution path, we have found a finite evolution path connecting (f, G) to 
(f ‘2 G’). 
3.4. Peak reduction 
In this subsection the goal is to study the evolution of the growth rate along an 
evolution path in W&D). We already observed that the growth rate is decreasing along 
a forward evolution path. The goal is to prove the following: 
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THEOREM 3.4.1 (Global peak reduction). For every pair (f, G) and (f’, G’) oftopological 
representatives of@ E Out(F,), there is an evolution path { (fr, Gt))re[O,N1 such that 
(0 (.I& Go) = CL G) und (f~, GN) = (f’, G’), 
(ii) XL, G,) Q max{U, Go), WI, GN)}, vt E CO, Nl. 
This peak reduction result has an immediate corollary, when restricted to the set of train 
track representatives. 
COROLLARY 3.4.2 (Path connectedness). For every pair (f, G) and (f’, G’) of train truck 
representatives of@ E Out(F,), there is an eoolution path { (fr, Gt)}ts[O,NI such that 
0) (AI, Go) = (f, G) und UN, GN) = (f’, G’), 
(ii) (ft, G,) is a train truck representative for each t E [0, IV]. 
The proof of the corollary from the theorem is straightforward since any train track 
representative has the minimal growth rate among all the possible topological representa- 
tives. Conversely, any topological representative whose growth rate is minimal is a train 
track map. 
Definition 3.4.3. A local peak in an evolution path {(f;, Gt))rstO,N1 is a subpath contain- 
ing three consecutive representatives (A_ i, Gi- i), (5, Gi), (J+ i, Gi+ J such that 
n(J- 1, Gi- 1) d l(f;v Gi) 2 l(f;,+ 1, Gi+ 1). 
The representative (fi, Gi) is called a local maximum. If both inequalities are strict then the 
local peak is called a strict local peak. 
Similarly we call the subpath {(ft, G,)},,tj,j+kl a flat peak if 
l(fi, Gj) < l(fj+i, Gj+i) = l(fi+~, Gj+z) = ‘1. = 2(.&-l, Gj+k-1) 2 n(fj+t, Gj+n). 
The proof of Theorem 3.4.1 is an analysis of the local and the flat peaks, the goal being to 
“erase” all the peaks in an evolution path. 
LEMMA 3.4.4 (Local peak reduction). Zf { (ft, Gt)}tst0,21 is a local peak then there exists 
ujinite evolution path ((f;‘, G:)}rcIO,NI connecting (fO, G,) to (f2, G,) such that 
XL’, Gi) d max{U, Go), WZ, GA}, ‘v’t E CO, Nl. 
If the local peak is not strict then the lemma is obvious. At a local maximum (fi , G,) in 
a strict local peak there are two elementary forward evolution paths, one leading to (fO, G,), 
the other leading-to (f2, GJ. These elementary paths are necessarily two folding operations, 
since I is strictly decreasing. Several cases are possible. 
(a) The two folding operations are “independent”: A folding operation at a topological 
representative (f, G) is characterized by a pair of edges (a, b) which are incident at the same 
vertex u E V(G) and by a common edge path of their f-image. We say that two folding 
operations are independent if either the two pairs of edges are disjoint or, if one edge belongs 
to the two pairs, the two common edge paths are disjoint. In this case we can perform the 
two folding operations independently. After one folding from (fi, G,), one gets either 
(fe, G,) or (f2, G,). Each one of these topological representatives admits another folding 
which gives rise to 
(fo, GO) -+ (f3, G3) and (f~, Gz) -, (f4, GJ. 
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Let us now check that the two topological representatives (f3, G3) and (f4, G4) can be 
identified. In order to fix the notations, let us call (a, b) and (c, d) the two turns which are 
tangent underfi. In this case we assume that 
fi(a) = M.A, fi(b) = iWeB and fi(c) = N*C, fi(d) = N.D. 
Let us call {x} (resp. {y}) the new edge (if any) which is created by the folding operation 
(fi, G,) + (fO, G,) (resp. (fi, G,) + (fi, G2)). If these two folding operations are partial 
then we identify E(Gi)u{x} with E(G,) and E(G,)u{y} with E(G,). If one of these two 
folding operations is absorbing or if one of these two foldings occurs at a valence 3 vertex 
then the adaptations are obvious. 
Now if we denote by { y} (resp. {x}) the edge which is created by the folding operation 
(fO, GO) --* (f3, G3) (resp. (fi, G,) + (f4, G,)) then the two graphs G3 and G4 are the same 
and with the same labelling of the edges. For each edge ei E E(G,) - {x, y, a, b, c, d} then the 
edge paths fj(eJ and &(eJ are obtained from the edge path fi(ei) by the two successive 
rewriting operations: 
(*x) ;I::: and (*y) ‘-“” 
d + y.d. 
These two rewriting operations commute and therefore f3 (ei) = fd(ci). 
By assumption the edge paths M and N in G1 are disjoint and we have 
f3 (x) = ( (M)(*x))(*y) > while &(x) = ((M)(*y))(*x). 
The fact that the two rewriting operations commute imply that f3(x) =f&). By the same 
arguments we prove that f3(e) =f4(e) f or all e E {a, b, c, d}. Therefore (f3, G3) = (f4, G4), 
and we have found an evolution path satisfying the properties of Lemma 3.4.4, namely 
(f& GO) -, (f3, G,) -, (_&, G2) (see Fig. g(a)). 
(b) The two folding operations are not independent: Again two cases are possible. 
(i) The two turns belong to the same vertex: This case occurs if three edges (a, b, c) are 
incident at v E V(G,) and, if we chose the orientation so that v = i(a) = i(b) = i(c), then we 
have 
fi(a) = M.A, fi(b) = M.B and fi(c) = M.C 
where M is the longest initial common edge path between fi (a), fi (b), fi (c). Let us assume 
that the two turns in question are (a, b) and (b, c). Let us denote by P the longest initial edge 
path between fi (a) and fi (b) and by Q the longest initial edge path between fi (b) and fi (c). 
After one folding from (fi, G,) one gets either ( fO, GO) or ( f2, G,). Each one of these 
topological representatives admits another folding which gives rise to ( fO, G,) + ( f3, G,) 
and (f2, G2) + (f4, G4). At that point two cases are again possible: 
(a) 1 PI = 1 Ql = lM1. In this case, as in case (a) above we check that we can identify 
( f3, G3) and ( f4, G4); therefore the argument of part (a) applies. 
(/I) 1 Q 1 = 1 MI < I PI (the other case is similar). In this case the two topological repre- 
sentatives (fs 3 G3) and (f4, G4) are different. Indeed the evolution path 
( fi, G,) + ( fO, G,,) + ( f3, G3) is obtained by two partial folding operations whereas in the 
other path (fi , G,) + ( f2, G,) + ( f4, G4), the second folding operation is absorbing. Thus 
the two graphs G3 and G4 are not the same. This last topological representative (f4, G4) 
admits another folding at the new turn (a’, b’), which is the image of the turn (a, b) under the 
above sequence of foldings. By performing this folding operation one gets another topologi- 
cal representative ( f5, G,) and one checks that (f3, G3) and (f5, G5) can be identified. 
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Fig. 8. 
Therefore we have found an evolution path satisfying the properties of Lemma 3.4.4, namely 
(f~, GO) -, (.A, (54 = (.f5, Gd -+ (_Li G.4 --) CL GA (see Fig. 8(b)). 
(ii) The two turns belong to distinct vertices: This case occurs if an edge (say {b}) 
connects two vertices u and w. We chose the orientation so that u = i(u) = i(b) and 
w = t(b) = i(c) and the turns (a, b), (c, 6) are tangent underf,. We denote by M the longest 
initial edge path betweenfi (b) andf, (a) and by N the longest initial edge path betweenf,(@ 
andf,(c). By assumption the edge paths M and N are not disjoint. As in the above cases 
from ( fi, G,) there are two different folding operations leading to (fo, Go) or ( f2, G,). Again 
these two topological representatives admit another folding (fo, Go) + (f3, G3) and 
(fi, G,) + (f4, G,). Again, two cases are possible: 
(a) The intersection ofthe two edge paths M and N is restricted to a vertex. In this case, 
we check as above that (f3, G3) and (f4, G4) can be identified. Therefore the arguments of 
part (a) apply. 
(/I) The intersection of M and N is a non-trivial edge path. In this case 
(f3, G3) # (f4, G4) and each of these two topological representatives admits a folding. If we 
perform these two folding operations then one gets 
(f3, W -+ US, GA and CL (3 -+ (fs, Gd. 
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As above we check that (f5, G,) = (f6, Gs), after suitable identification of the two graphs. 
Again we have found an evolution path satisfying the properties of Lemma 3.4.4, namely 
(see Fig. 8(c)) 
(fo, Go) + (f3, G3) + Us, G,) = Uk Gd -+ CL G.4 + (.L W 
This last case completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.4.5 (Flat peak reduction). 1f { (fr, Gt))tEtO,kl is a JEat peak then there exists an 
evolution path {(K, G~)}t~~O.Nl connecting (fo, Go) to (fk, G,) such that 
W’, G;) < max(4.L GO), Wi, GJ), vt E CO, Nl. 
As in the previous lemma, if the peak is not strict (non-strict inequalities in the 
definition) then the lemma is obvious. As in the previous proof, there are two elementary 
forward evolution paths (fi, G,) + (fo, Go) and (fk_ i, Gt_ 1) + (fk, Gk). Furthermore the 
topological representatives ( fi, G,) and (X _ i, Gk _ i) are connected by a “flat” evolution 
path, i.e. whose topological representatives all have the same growth rate. There are three 
basic flat evolution paths: 
(1) Collapsing an invariant forest. 
(2) A sequence of folding operations such as the one occurring in the proof of Theorem 
2.2.8. 
(3) A sequence of quasi-folding operations. 
Let us first assume that the flat part of the flat peak consists only of one of the above types. 
Type (1): The collapsing of an invariant forest in the above flat peak is given by the 
sequence (fi, GA -, (_h, GA -, ... +(f~_l,Gk_l).At(f~_l,GI,_l)thereisafoldingopera- 
tion giving rise to (fk, Gk) and at (fi, G,) there is another folding operation giving rise to 
(fo, Go). Let us focus our attention on the last folding of this sequence. We denote by (a, b) 
the turn which is tangent underf, _ 1. These two edges {a> and {b} of Gk _ 1 also belong to the 
graph Gi, after an obvious identification. Indeed the sets E(G,) and E(G,_,) can be 
identified, except for the edges which have been collapsed, obviously the edges {a, b} have 
not been collapsed. There are two possibilities for the graph G,: 
(a) The edges {a} and {b) start at the same vertex u E V(G,): In this case the topological 
representative (fi , G,) admits two different folding operations. Indeed let us check that the 
turn (a, b) in G1 is tangent under fi. Assume that (a, b) is transverse under fi. Then the 
following property is satisfied: 
fi(a) = X*M-A and fi(b) = Y.M*B 
where X and Y are two distinct edge paths in one connected component T of the 
fi-invariant forest F. This situation cannot occur because otherwise the edge path X* P 
would be a non-trivial loop, which is impossible because T is a tree (see Fig. 9). Therefore 
the topological representative (fi , G,) admits two different folding operations 
(fi, Gi) -+ (_Lo, Go) and (fly Gd + (_L W z an d 1 a so an invariant forest F. We thus have to 
prove that the collapsing of the invariant forest commutes with the folding operation 
(fi, G,) + Vi’, G). 
In order to simplify the arguments we assume that the forest F is reduced to a single 
edge, i.e. fi (e) = e. 
(i) If e&St(v). In this case the edge {e} is not affected by the folding operation at the turn 
(a, b). Furthermore, sincefi(e) = e, the rewriting operation does not affect this edge path 
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Fig. 9. No loop in a tree! 
either (no occurrence of the letters a or b). Therefore the topological representative (f;, G;) 
has an invariant forest which is identified with F. The commutation of the folding operation 
and the collapsing operation is then clear in this case. If the tree is more complicated then 
the same arguments hold. Finally, in this case, the arguments of the proof of Lemma 3.4.4 
can be applied directly here at the topological representative (fi , G,), i.e. we first apply the 
folding operation and then collapse the invariant forest. Finally we obtain an evolution 
path satisfying the properties of Lemma 3.4.5. 
(ii) Ife E St(v). If Val(v) > 3 then the previous arguments apply here to prove that the 
folding and the collapsing operation commute. Therefore the same conclusion holds. If 
Val(v) = 3 then the folding operation affects the existence of the invariant forest. Neverthe- 
less we prove that the collapsing plus folding operations give the same topological represen- 
tative as the other folding alone (in this case). 
Indeed our assumptions imply that 
fr(a) = M.A, fi(b) = M.B and fr(e) = e. 
Then the folding operation gives (f;, G;) such that 
&(a) = A, f;(b) = B and f;(e) = e.M. 
Let us observe that, since&(e) = e, the two vertices w = i(e) and u = t(e) are fixed underf,. 
This implies that the edge path M is either M = a*M’ or M = 6.M”. 
Let us now apply first the collapsing operation which gives 
j&z) = (Mvi)‘*” and f2(b) = (M*B)(*@ 
where (*e) is the rewriting operation defined in Section 2.2 (la). The turn (a, b) is now at the 
vertex w’ which is obtained by the identification of u and w; this vertex is such that 
Val(w’) > 3. The folding operation, at the turn (a, b), creates a new edge {x} for a topologi- 
cal representative (f3, G3) which satisfies 
.A@) = (A)*, 6(b) = (B)* and f3(x) = (M)*. 
We observe that E(G,) is identified with E(G;) if we set {x} = {e}. With the above properties 
we check that f3 =f;. The arguments are the same if the invariant forest is more compli- 
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cated. Therefore we can again apply the Lemma 3.4.4 at the topological representative 
(fi , G,) which completes the proof of Lemma 3.4.5 in this case. 
(b) {a> and {b} in G1 starts at difirent vertices: a E St(u) and b E St(w): Since (a, b) is 
a turn in Gk _ 1 then the vertices u and w in G1 are connected by an edge path P which is 
contained in one component T of thefi-invariant forest F. Furthermore the turn (a, b) is 
tangent underfk- 1, then the edge pathsfi(u) andf,(b) can be written as 
fi(u) = Ti.M*A and fi(b) = Tz.M.B 
where T1 and T2 are two edge paths in the componentfi (T) of F. As a first step we observe, 
since T is a tree, that the edge path T1. T, contains no trivial loops and then T1 * T2 is 
homotopic tofi(P). With the previous observations, there are two edges: tl E E(T)nSt(u) 
and t2 E E(T)nSt(w), which are the extreme edges of the edge path P defined above. 
Furthermore the turns (a, tl) and (b, tz) are tangent underf, and thus we can apply a folding 
operation (absorbing) at these turns. After these two folding operations (which commute by 
the proof of Lemma 3.4.4) we obtain a topological representative (f;, CL). We check that 
(f;, G;) admits an invariant forest F’ which can be identified with F. The new edge path 
f;(u) (resp.f;(b)) has an initial edge path T; (resp. TJ in F’ whose length is strictly less than 
T1 (resp. T,). This argument can be used inductively and we obtain a finite sequence of 
absorbing folding operations: (fi, G,) + (f;, G;) -+ -..(fl, Gj) such that: 
- (f,(, GJ) has an invariant forest Fj which can be identified with F. 
- The two edges {u} and {b} f orm a turn (a, b) which is tangent underfi. 
In other words the topological representative (6, Gj) satisfies the assumptions of case (a) 
above. Since the forest FJ is identified with the forest F we can collapse it which gives a new 
topological representative (6, 1, GJ+ 1). We check that it can be identified with (fk- i, Gk- i). 
This proves that the sequence of absorbing folding operations, (fi , G,) + 
(f;, G;) -+ ... --, (fJ’, Cl), commutes with the sequence of collapsing operations, (fi , G,) --t 
(fi, Gz) + ... + (fk_ i, Gk_ i). Finally the arguments of case (a) can be applied at the 
topological representative (f,(, Gj), proving Lemma 3.45 in this type 1 case, by the same 
arguments. 
Type (2): In this case we only have to deal with a sequence of folding operations. Let us 
observe that we have not used the fact, in the proof of Lemma 3.4.4, that the two folding 
operations decrease the growth rate. In this type (2) case, the analysis of the situation where, 
at a given topological representative (fi, Gi) of the flat part sequence, there are two distinct 
folding operations is the same as for Lemma 3.4.4. Therefore the same conclusion holds, 
proving Lemma 3.4.5 in this case. 
Type (3): In this case we assumed that the sequence (fi, G,) + (fi, G,) + ... + 
(X _ 1, Gk _ 1) is induced by a sequence of quasi-folding operations. The previous observa- 
tions holds which completes the proof of Lemma 3.4.5. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4.1. From Theorem 3.3.1 we can find a finite evolution path 
((-6, G~))Mo,NI connecting any pair (f, G) and (f’, G’) of topological representatives of 
@ E Out(F,). Since this path is finite, there is a global maximum representative, i.e. there exists 
(_&, GM) in {(_C, Gt))tet~.N1 such that J(fM, GM) B n(fi, G,) for all t E [0, N]. If this global 
maximum is not strict in an obvious sense then we are done. If this maximum is strict then it 
defines either a local or a flat peak. By the previous Lemmas 3.4.4 and 3.4.5 we can “reduce” 
the peak in finding another evolution path with a lower maximum. In order to complete the 
proof we have to iterate this peak reduction process. Since at each step we get a finite path, 
the iteration is finite. 
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4. THE CONJUGACY PROBLEM 
For a given outer automorphism 0 we denote by Y(O) the set of all the train track 
representatives of a,. The first property is obvious: 
Y(O) is finite. 
Indeed all the train track representatives have the same growth rate 1 which is the 
largest eigenvalue of an irreducible integer matrix of bounded size. 
Definition 4.1. Two topological representatives (fr, G,) and (f2, G,) are equal if there is 
a one to one map a:Gr +Gz such thatf, = tl-l~_fioa. 
Notice that this notion of equality is the simplest possible one. Furthermore it is easy to 
check in practice. Indeed the existence of the map a means that the graphs have the same 
topological structure and c1 is just a renaming of the edges. After this renaming the edge 
paths of thefr andfi images are the same. The main result of this section is: 
THEOREM 4.2. Two irreducible outer automorphisms QI and (D2 are conjugated ifand only 
q-.9-(@,) = F-(0,). 
Notice that the path connections result 3.4.2 implies that .Y(@r) = f(@J if and only if 
Y(@r) n F(%) # 8. 
(a) 1f @r and a2 are conjugated. Let us consider {x1, . . . x,} a set of generators of the 
free group F,. This set defines a marking of the rose R, for the initial topological 
representative (cpr, R,). If we apply the algorithm of Section 2 to this initial topological 
representative we obtain, after finitely many steps, a train track representative (fr, G,). 
Since @r and (I)2 are conjugated, there is an automorphism h such that Oz = h 0 O1 0 h- ‘. 
The set {h(q), . . . , h(x,)} is also a generating set for F, and it defines another marking of the 
rose, which we denote by hR,. The image of this generating set under (I)2 is given by 
a collection of n words which are the same as the image of the generating set {x1, . . . , x,> 
under 4r, since CD1 and ODz are conjugated by h. With this particular initial marking, if we 
apply the algorithm of Section 2 to (cpz, R,) one gets a train track representative for $. 
Since the words are the same for (cpr , R,) and for ((p2, hR,), we can follow the same evolution 
path leading to the train track (fr, Gr); therefore Y(cD,)nY(O,) # 0. 
(b) Y(@,)n.Y(Q # 0. Under this assumption the two outer automorphisms have 
a common topological representative (f, G). This means that Or has a train track represen- 
tative (fr, G,) and Oz has a train track representative (fi, G,) which can be identified by 
~1: Gr + GZ. This mapinducesa, :~r(Gr, ur) + n1(G2, u2) which is an automorphism of the 
free group F.. Therefore @r and @)2 are the same, up to a renaming of the generators of 
F,, defined by a,. This means that Q1 and Qz are conjugated. 
The conjugacy problem: Let us make the solution to the conjugacy problem explicit. We 
start with two automorphisms Or and Oz and we want to decide whether they are 
conjugated or not. To this end we apply the following procedure: 
(1) Find a train track representative (fr , G,) for @r and (f2, G,) for (D2. 
(2) If the growth rates n(fr, G,) and n(fi, Gz) are different hen the two automorphisms 
are not conjugated. 
(3) If the two growth rates are the same then from the path connectedness property 
(Corollary 3.4.2) we want to find an evolution path connecting (fr , G,) to (fi, G,). If we can 
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find such a path then the two automorphisms are conjugated; if not, they are not con- 
jugated. 
The path connectedness property implies that we can restrict ourselves to the evolution 
paths all of whose topological representatives are train tracks. For such an evolution path, 
each elementary transformation is either a quasi-folding operation or a collapsing of an 
invariant forest. 
Since the set Y-(0,) is finite we can generate the whole set Y(@r) by a finite sequence of 
quasi-folding operations or collapsing invariant forests. In order to solve the conjugacy 
problem it just remains to check whether (fi, G,) belongs or not to the finite set S(@,) 
which we constructed above. This completes the proof of the main theorem. 
Remarks-questions. (1) As we noticed in the introduction, Theorem 1 is not sufficient 
to solve completely the conjugacy problem in Out(F,). It remains to understand the 
reducible cases. From a graph point of view the reducibility is detected by the existence of 
a topological representative which admits an invariant sub-graph whose components have 
a non-trivial fundamental group. 
What is a “good” notion of a train track in this case (an example of such train tracks 
is given in [2])? Is there a “natural” (for the conjugacy questions) sub-class? Is there a 
“natural” notion of Dehn twist, relative to a subgraph, as in the surface case? 
(2) For practical questions it would be useful to find a complexity estimate for the 
solution described above. In particular, for part (3) above, an estimate of the cardinality of 
Y(O) would be necessary. 
(3) Theorem 2.2.8 indicates that the algorithm, which starts at a given topological 
representative and stops at a train track map, could be interpreted as a dynamical system in 
9,,(O). This dynamics looks like a gradient flow, i.e. with a function which is decreasing 
along the orbits (forward evolution paths). We have used this analogy in [12] to define 
a variational calculus in 9,(O) for which the train track representatives are critical points 
of a certain functional. The path connectedness property can be interpreted in this set- 
ting. This analogy is promising and could possibly help to analyse other classes of 
algorithms. 
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